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Hello Friends! 

It has been a very long time since my last letter updating you on our students and I sincerely apologize 
for not writing more regularly. The students are doing well and some are even moving into exciting new 
phases of their lives. All of them are so thankful for the support you give them and hopefully you can see 
from the stories that follow how much and how positively you are affecting their lives. 

Frank Bayingana 

You may know that Frank was part of the 
first group of students we began 
sponsoring in January 2008. He started 
with us back then as a studnet in Senior 1, 
which is Rwanda’s equivalent of the 7th 
grade, and has progressed every year 
since. We selected him as a candidate to 
come visit the USA because of his 
diligence and success in school, his english 
skills, and his friendly and outgoing 
personality. We ended up bringing him to 
Portland, OR to visit for about 3 weeks in 
late July and early August, which coincides 
with the school break period in Rwanda between the end of Term 2 and the start of Term 3 (so he didn’t 
miss any school). During that time he saw museums and visited a variety of businesses; he saw deserts 
and oceans and forests; he visited San Francisco and Boston; he was introduced to many different kinds 
of food and he seemed to like most of what he ate (he gained 8 lbs in the three weeks he was with us!); 
he went fishing learned how to play baseball, and went to a professional baseball game as well as a 
professional soccer game. Most importantly, he made what I think will become lifetime friendships with 
boys, girls, men, and women of all ages. I think it is a fairly unique thing we do when bring a student 
from Rwanda to visit the USA and meet some of his/her sponsors, but my, oh my, what an obvious and 
life-changing effect these visits seem to have on the students!  Their self-confidence grows, their English 
improves, their awareness of the world around them increases, their tolerance of differences is 
enhanced, and their commitment to their studies and their long-term success is greatly intensified..  

 2013 Rwanda Tour 

By the time you receive this I will be in Rwanda with 6 others to visit the students in their schools; meet 
their families; see the country and observe the economic progress it is making; and spend time with 
national leaders to learn more about the reconciliation and forgiveness that has become such a hallmark 
of the country’s people. We will be leaving on September 4th and returning on September 20th.  During 
our time there, we’ll be distributing some art “messages” that several school classrooms in the USA 
prepared for their Rwanda counterparts, and we’ll try to bring similar messages back from the Rwanda 
classes we visit. We’ll also take a trek to see the Gorillas that are one of Rwanda’s natural treasures and 
we’ll take several of our sponsored students to see them too (because it’s another way to expand their 
horizons and because most Rwandans don’t have the money or the means to see this important part of 
their national heritage). I will take photos and videos and will try to post many of them on the KCF 
Facebook page (Kittelson Charitable Foundation), so please check it regularly if you can. 

Frank with three friends from Tualatin High School who 
were teaching him how to play baseball. 



Student Graduations 

Several of the students are reaching a major milestone in their lives this year: they have either already 
graduated or will do so before the end of the calendar year. Many of the students who graduated this 
year are coming out of vocational schools where they acquired skills to become auto mechanics, 
caterers; cooks, hotel receptionists, and carpenters. Additionally, three of our students  are graduating 
from full college programs. These include Emile Nsengiuymva (Information Technology); James 
Ndarhutse (Large Animal Veterinarian); and Christine Nakyanzi(Business). You might also remember 
Emile as the first student we brought to visit the United States back in 2008. What great 
accomplishments each of these students have achieved! And while this is the culmination of many years 
of hard work on their part, our relationship with these graduates does not end here: now we will help 
each of them find a  job opportunity, we will stay connected with them while they get settled, and then 
we will encourage them to “pay it forward” by helping those around them when they see an opportunity. 
When they start doing this then they and we will truly be leveraging the contributions and donations 
you’ve made over the years in a big way. Thanks again for all that you do in behalf of these deserving 
students! 

Summary 

I think you can agree with me that our students are doing very well and the KCF program and 
philosophy really are changing lives in significant, long-term ways. We are supporting a culture where 
every generation expects more from the next. We are encouraging a mindset of independent success 
within our students that sees our role in Rwanda as temporary and theirs as permanent. If you agree 
with these things then I encourage you to support our work by sending a contribution in the enclosed 
envelope. We will sure appreciate it and of course so will our students! 

Please let me know if you have any questions about anything I’ve written about here or would like to 
know more about any particular student or topic. Otherwise I expect to have a lot to report on when we 
get back from Rwanda at the end of this month. I send my best wishes for health and success to you and 
your family in the meantime. 

  

 

 


